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The Collection of Minerals and Ores of the Hungarian Geological Institute pre
serving the scientific materials of the search for minerals since 1868 became one of 
the greatest collections of this kind , in the Carpathian Basin. Its second period of 
intensive enrichment began in 1950, when the exploitation of ore mines within the 
reduced national borders started. The collection has continued to be enriched and is 
divided into three parts which are as follows: a Collection of Minerals and Ores; a 
Collection of Minerals from Hungary;. a Collection of Standards. All data associated 
with these collections can be retrieved, for the time being, according to the name 
and locality of minerals. A computer-based database program is being developed 
making feasible the retrieval of the materials of the Collection according to several 
aspects.

The history of collection begins with the history of the Hungarian Geo
logical Institute in the year 1868, when the Hungarian Geological Department 
was set up within the framework of the Ministry of Agriculture. The members 
of the Hungarian Geological Department, namely, M. Hantken, K. Hofmann, 
B. Winkler; J. BOckh and A. Koch, immediately started to survey the ge
ology of the environs of Budapest, Transdanubia and the stern margin of the 
Great Hungarian Plain. Mineral samples collected during these investigations 
were the first to incorporate into the collection.

A year later, Minister of Agriculture I. Gorove made a proposal to 
sovereign Francis Joseph for the establishment of the independent Royal 
Hungarian Geological Institute. The consent thereto was given by sovereign 
Francis Joseph on the 11th June, 1869. The first Director of the Institute, M. 
Hantken specified, in the Deed of Foundation, all duties related to the col
lection and issued orders of practical approach clearly showing how to store, 
document and study the mineral samples' and how to apply the pertaining data 
in the research.



Starting from 1879, particularly from the time when a large-sized geologi
cal investigation of the NE Carpathians and the Transylvanian Basin began, 
the collection became richer and richer from year to year.

However, the samples collected were stored in packing-cases located in 
cellars.

Despite the fact that the geological research went on excellently in regard 
to economy, the expert staff of the Institute were accommodated in an area of 
5 to 6 rooms of flats even 13 years after the time the Institute had been 
established.

In the year 1882, after 13 years’directorship, M. H a n t k e n  had to left his 
office so that there was no hope for ensuring an independent building for the 
Institute.

In the year 1882 J. BÖCKH was appointed director of the Institute. At this 
time he focused not only on research but on the necessity to create a home 
for the Geological Institute.

As a first step, in 1887 the Institute was moved from a number of flats 
to the new building of the Ministry of Agriculture where a space Of 512 sq.m, 
was provided for the Institute. During the geological surveys that started in 
1883, a great number of samples from Selmecbánya, Körmöcbánya, Nagybánya, 
Felsőbánya, Kapnikbánya, the gold deposits in the Erdélyi Érchegység (Transyl
vanian Ore Mts) and the Szepes-Gömöri Érchegység (Szepes-Gömör Ore Mts) 
were collected and incorporated into the collection. These samples provided a 
basis for the mining-geological collection. Using this rich collection, J. B ö c k h  
organized representative exhibitions on mining and mineral resources prospect
ing. As a result, both the industrial and the commercial spheres got knowledge, 
all of a sudden, of the large-scale geological research including its practical 
significance. In the year 1896, at an exhibition organized in line with the mille
nary celebrations of Hungary, the Institute achieved a great professional success 
by showing its scientific, practical and industrial activities. However, a great 
astonishment was caused by the manifestation of the poor working conditions 
of the experts. Inspired by this unacceptable situation, Minister of Agriculture 
I. D a r á n y i submitted a petition to the National Assembly to provide a finan
cial basis for the establishment of a building ensuring a proper accommodation 
for the Geological Institute. Starting from the time of being appointed director 
of the Institute, J. BÖCKH urged, from year to year, the acceptance of this 
petition. After the petition had been approved by the National Assembly, the 
metropolitan leadership contributed an area of 2000 square fathoms and a sum 
of 800 000 gold crowns, whereas the Great Hungarian Maecenas A. S e m se y  
contributed by 50 000 gold crowns to the establishment of the new building 
of the Geological Institute. The building was constructed with an incredible 
speed, over a period of two years.

In the year 1899 J.  B ö c k h  inaugurated a most beautiful secessionist build
ing designed by Ö. L e c h n e r  that has even today accommodated the Hungarian 
Geological Institute. In this building an area of 1470 sq.m, was provided for 
the Collections.



This event put an end to a 17 years’ heroic era of J. BOc k h ’s directorship 
and, at the same time, to the most revolutionary and most active period of 
geological research in Hungary.

During the hard times of 30 years the expert staff of the Geological In
stitute provided a firm basis that has so far been relied upon, even by today’s 
Hungarian geologists. During the aforesaid period one-fourth of Hungary cover
ing, at that time, the entire Carpathian Basin, was surveyed and samples of 
mineral resources, rocks and fossils were collected therefrom. As a result of 
these active years of work, such a large amount of material was collected that 
it filled ten huge rooms, on the second floor of the building. Documents of 
several decades’ work, samples from the abundant mineral resources, rocks and 
fossils encountered in Hungary, the comparative material needed for research 
and the soil samples used for practical purposes were accommodated in beau
tiful storage cabinets matching the secessionist style of the building of the 
Hungarian Geological Institute (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Early cabinets for the storage of the Collection of Minerals and Ores (Photo: M.
PELLÉRDY)

1. ábra. Az ásvány- teleptani gyűjtemény első tárolószekrényei (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

The collection was enriched by geologists as well as collectors who were 
friends of geology, and by the greatest patron of sciences- in Hungary, A. S e m - 
s e y . That is how one of the greatest geological collection in the Carpathian



Basin was formed by the turn of the century. In the year 1900 a well-educated 
student of J. KRENNER, namely, A. Liffa (Fig. 2) was commissioned to set up 
the Collection of Minerals and Ores. Using the samples of. ore and mineral 
resources, A. Liffa established a Mining-geological Collection and a Collection 
of Comparative Materials.

Fig. 2. A. LIFFA, the establisher of the Collection of Minerals and Ores (Photo: M. PELLÉRDY) 
2. ábra. LIFFA AURÉL, az ásvány- teleptani gyűjtemény felállítója (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

The Collection of Minerals and Ores embraced five major fields of re
search, namely, ore mining, coal mining in general, petroleum exploration, 
coking coal mining and opal mining. Samples of minerals and industrial re
sources of various mining regions were grouped according to their localities.

The collection of ore minerals covered the Small and NE Carpathians, the 
Szepes-Gömöri Érchegység (Szepes-Gömör Ore Mts), the Vihoriát-Gutin Mts, 
the ore dykes in Mátra Mts, the Erdélyi Érchegység (Transylvanian Ore Mts), 
the iron ore range in Hunyad county and the Krassó-Szörény Ore Mts. The 
major part of this collection of samples from ore mining are considered as the 
most valuable pieces of our collection of standards even today. A number of 
mineral species were first described from these fields of research. Included in 
them are sylvanite first encountered at Offenbánya, semseyite first found at 
Felsőbánya, and andorite named after the great Hungarian patron of sciences



and described by J. K r e n n e r  in 1881 and 1882, as well as krennerite described 
and named after K r e n n e r  by R ath  in 1877. Moreover, nagyágite, rézbányite, 
libethenite, kapnikite, úrvölgyite and dillnite are also included.

The Comparative Collection consisting of three parts was for use in com
paring rocks, construction rocks, ornamental stones and precious stones of 
various purposes with rocks found in Hungary, and suitable for any of the 
aforesaid purposes.

The collection of artificial and construction rock samples from Austria, 
Germany, France, Sweden, Norway, Serbia and Greece were collected by T. 
Sz o n t a g h  and F. S c h a f a r z ik .

The collection of precious stone and ornamental stones included ornamental 
objects made of agate, onyx and carnelian mainly from Brazil, donated to the 
Museum by A. S e m s e y  in 1896.rV

The part of the collection representing precious stones and ornamental 
pieces from the Hungarian Empire was intended to demonstrate rocks and min
erals that were suitable for use in preparing precious stones and ornamental 
pieces.

By the time the collection of the Museum became, during a period of four 
decades, the most complete collection in the Carpathian Basin, J. BÖCKH, after 
26 years’ directorship, was followed by L. LÓCZY, a prominent scientist of 
international reputation in geology and geography. In May, 1909 after his plans 
had been completely implemented, J. B ö c k h  died.

On the 18th of July, 1909 L. LÓCZY had a bulletin titled Vezető (Guide) 
published to the 40 anniversary of the Geological Institute. This bulletin rep
resents the first summary of the 40 years’ history of the Royal Hungarian 
Geological Institute, including the first description of the collections of the 
Museum in which a description of the Collection of Minerals and Ores by A. 
LlFFA was also included, The paper gives a clear description of the geological 
setting of mining districts in the Carpathian Basin and is illustrated with photos 
showing the typical mineral species from each mining area. For instance, the 
gold plate shown here (Fig. 3) represents a historical piece of great importance 
for our collection of standards even today.

World War I caused the continuous progress of the Geological Institute 
and the Museum to interrupt. As a result of the varying political conditions,- 
the working conditions and performances also showed fluctuations. In the year 
1919 L . LÓCZY retired on a pension and in May of the following year he died. 
After he had left the Geological Institute, hard times, transitional years came 
in the lives of the Institute and the Museum alike. As a result of changes in 
the national borders, the research fields considerably reduced, too. Research 
plans and options also changed. As a result of subsequent reorganizations, the 
inefficient management of deputy directors, the progress of the Museum 
stopped and became neglected.

L. LÓCZY as director was followed five years later, in 1925, by F. N o p c s a , 
a world-wide famed paleontologist, then in the year 1929 by an expert of



Fig. 3. A gold plate from Verespatak, representing an ancient piece of the Collection of Mine
rals and Ores (Photo: M. PELLÉRDY)

3. ábra. Aranylemez Verespatakról, az ásvány- teleptani gyűjtemény ősi darabja (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)



hydrocarbon explorations, H. BÖCKH, who had an excellent practical sense. 
However, H. BÖCKH died young, in the year 1931.

In 1932 L. Lóczy Jr . was appointed Director of the Geological Institute. 
According to his own governing principle he focused on the research of re
sources for practical purposes. As a result, in the second half of the 30s ore 
geological explorations started in the region of Gyöngyösoroszi and Recsk, in 
the Velence Mts, in the vicinity of Szabadbattyán, in the Uppony Mts and the 
Rudabánya Mts, in the region of the Bakony Mts and in the Tokaj Mountains. 
However, the explorations were suspended during World War Two. Only a num
ber of documentary samples associated with these investigations were incor
porated into the Collection, for lack of proper leading experts. Due to the war, 
chaos and incertainty became dominant again. L. Lóczy Jr . did not return 
home from his expert trip to Turkey in 1946, and, finally, he officially resigned 
from his post in the Geological Institute in 1948. From 1946 to 1950 the 
Institute was temporarily directed by a famed geologist, T. Szalai. In the first 
half of 1950 S. Vitális, later a professor of Applied Geology at the Eötvös 
University was appointed Director of the .Geological Institute. During this pe
riod he organized the geological research organizations. As a result, depart
ments of applied geology were set up. Between 1950 and 1958, directors fol
lowed one another at intervals of half a year, one year or two years, including 
L. Majzon, K. Balogh, J. Noszky Jr ., M. Kretzoi. Meanwhile, in accor
dance with the Government’s central conception of developing heavy industries 
in the country, ore production in mines opened around 1937 was resumed. This 
rapid progress also gave an impetus to the reorganization of the Collection.

In November, 1950, a new era started for the Collection, when a former 
General Director of the National Museum of Natural Sciences, A. Tasnádi 
Kubacska (Fig. 4) was appointed Head of the Museum of the Geological In
stitute by director L. Majzon. A. Tasnádi Kubacska was an outstanding 
paleontologist with a wide intellectual horizon who established the science of 
paleopathology, created a school for the “artistical” keeping of museums for 
natural sciences, and excelled in propagating the knowledge of natural sciences 
in public spheres, established the Science-Historical Collection of the Geologi
cal Institute, and was the first Hungarian representative of INHIGEO. He was 
able to revive the Museum that had been established by great predecessors but 
neglected due to political storms sweeping through the country over a period 
of a few decades. Being a good organizer of dynamic personality, he worked 
out modern and comprehensive plans on a uniform basis for the development 
of the stratigraphic, mineralogical and petrological units of the Museum, and 
appointed experts to lead these collections.

Included in the essential tasks were to documentary materials of new re
search areas within the reduced borders and to sort materials from former sur
veying carried out in these areas. The arrangement of scientific exhibitions for 
the general public and the collecting comparative samples from other countries 
were not included any longer in the mission of the Museum, and the materials



Fig. 4. A. TASNAdI KUBACSKA, Head of the Museum of the Geological Institute (Photo: M. PEL-
LÉRDY)

4. ábra. TASNÁDI KUBACSKA ANDRÁS, a Földtani Intézet Múzeumának vezetője (Fotó; PELLÉRDYNÉ)

suitable for these purposes were transferred to the relevant specialized collec
tions of the Museum of Natural Sciences and the universities.

Till 1950 the fundament of the Mineral and Ore Collection consisted 
mainly of mineral samples collected in the Carpathian Basin until 1920. Within 
the reduced territory of the country the exploitation of ore deposits started in 
1951. Parallel with the mining operations, a systematic collecting action of 
mineral and ore samples also began. As a result, a second period of enrichment 
was initiated for the Mineral and Ore Collection. The main goal was to give 
a perfect description of ore and mineral samples from the mines, including 
type minerals and mineral rarities. In the 50s the first samples were collected 
in an oxidation zone overlying the Rudabánya iron ore deposit. Native copper 
of rare quality, in a great variety, is most valuable in our Collection even
today. A native copper skeleton crystal that is unique in the world in regard
to its quality (Fig. 5) was also collected during this period. In. addition, the
lead and zinc deposits in the Mátra Mts and the bauxite and manganese
deposits in the Bakony Mts were also exploited. The major part of specimens 
incorporated into the. Collection were collected by geologists involved in the



exploration of the ore deposits, namely, G. Pantô, B. Jantsky, A. Vidacs 
and Gy . BArdossy, together with A. TasnAdi Kubacska.

In January, 1957 J. Erdélyi, a talented mineralogist working for the 
Hungarian National Museum was appointed keeper of the Collection of Min
erals and Ores. He rearranged the Collection according to a new conception 
and performed a partial development thereof, under the guidance of A. TasnAdi 
Kubacska . The Collection of Ores and Minerals was divided into three major 
parts, namely, the collection of ore deposits according to ore deposit localities,

Fig. 5. Native copper skeleton crystal with malachite coating, from Rudabánya (Photo: M.-
PELLÉRDY)

5. ábra. Termésréz vázkristály malachit bevonattal Rudabányáról (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

a collection of minerals collected in Hungary, grouped in a systematic order 
of minerals, and finally, a collection of: mineral standards^ for comparison, ar
ranged in alphabetical order according to mineral names. Since that time the



Collection has been kept according to this system. J. E r d é l y i was involved 
not only in the development of the Collection of Mineral Samples but also in 
enriching the Collection with samples from zeolite and serpentinite localities 
in Hungary. In addition, ha also made a number of new statements concerning 
the detailed structure of the aforesaid minerals.

In the year of 1958, a young geologist J. F ü l ô p , the newly appointed 
Director of the Geological Institute recognized the problems with the accom
modation of the materials of the Collection and took measures to commute the 
old-fashioned cases for new oak cabinets with drawers of high storage capacity 
and suitable for a safe keeping of the materials concerned (Fig. 6.) The finan-

F ig . 6. Oak cabinets for the storage of the Collection (Photo: M. PELLÉRDY) 
6 . á b ra . A gyűjtemény tölgyfa tárolószekrényei (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

cial coverage needed to by the cabinets was ensured over a period of years 
by V . B e s e , General Director of National Oil and Gas trust at that time. By 
1968 both wings of the Museum were filled with the 350 new cabinets com
prising a total of 17 000 drawers. By 1969, when an international congress 
was held on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Institute, the entire 
collection was arranged according to the new conceptions and was ready to 
show the scientific materials of the previous 100 years to foreign and Hungar
ian visitors alike.

In 1967 A. T a s n A d i  K u b a c s k a  was commissioned to arrange an exhibition 
showing the Institute’s history during the previous one hundred years, using 
the mineral and ore samples and stratigraphic materials of the Collection, in-



eluding a representation of the work results achieved during this period, at the 
Centenary Celebrations of the Institute. When starting the work, A. T A S N À D I 
K u b a c s k a  assessed the material representing the mines and came to realize 
that the assemblage of samples from orebodies in Hungary was deficient and 
poor in minerals suitable for demonstration. To make up it, he organized reg
ular trips to mines operating at full capacity at that time. O . K à k a y -S z a b ô , 
a student of S. K o c h , Professor of Mineralogy at the University of Szeged, 
was employed, after her graduation in 1968, for this job. Since the time J. 
E r d é l y i  retired in 1968, O . K à k a y -S z a b ô  has been the keeper of the Collec
tion. A. T a s n A d i  K u b a c s k a , in association with her, started to accomplish a 
combined task of collecting samples and arranging the exhibition. The collect
ing trips proved to be successful. The most beautiful and most valuable mineral 
samples from the mines became the representative pieces of the Collection.

Fig. 7. A showcase used to demonstrate the Gyöngyösoroszi ore deposit at the centenary exhibi
tion (Photo: M. PELLÉRDY)

7. ábra. Gyöngyösoroszi érctelep centenáriumi kiállítási szekrénye (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

Each mining area was demonstrated in a separate vitrine, including samples 
from orebodies of Rudabanya, Recsk, Matraszentimre, Gyongyosoroszi (Fig. 7), 
the Velence Mts, the oxide and carbonate manganese ore deposits at Urkut and 
Epl6ny, the coal seams in the Mecsek Mts, and the type localities of bauxite 
in Hungary and all over, the world (the latter collected-and arranged by G y . 
B A r d o s s y ) .  These vitrines show results from research of decades even today



in the corridor of the geological Institute. The only change is that the major 
part of ore and mineral samples from the demonstrated mines are now regarded 
as “relics” that are to be carefully preserved because they are of inestimable 
value and irreplaceable.

In 1970, after the centenary celebrations, director J. F ü l ö p  was replaced 
by J. K o n d a  who led the Institute till 1979.

After the centenary, A. T a s n á d i  K u b a c s k a  published a book titled 
Láthatatlan bánya (The invisible mine) describing the history of the one-and- 
a-half-a year-long collecting trips. This work published in 1973 has been re
garded as a swan-song of A. T a s n á d i  K u b a c s k a , also giving a review of the 
history of mines that were operational at that time. In the year 1973 A. 
T a s n á d i  K u b a c s k a  as leader of the Museum was replaced by I. N a g y , and 
died in 1977. His successor followed the already established tendency of 
developing the collections.

In addition to mineral samples from old mines, from 1971, the collection 
of mineral specimens from the deep-level polymetallic ore deposit of Recsk 
have also has contributed to a continuous enrichment of the Collection. In-

8 . á b ra . A  világ egyik legnagyobb whewellit (CaC204-H20) szívalakú ikerkristálya, Recsk, 
-900szint (5,5x5,5 cm) (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)



eluded in these specimens is a heart-shaped whewellite twin crystal (Fig. 8) 
representing one of the largest, 5.5 by 5.5 cm, calcium-oxalate organic mineral 
in the world. The Collection of Mineral Samples from Hungary was also made 
richer by the incorporation of rare mineral samples from Erdőbénye and Felső 
petény and with the mineral samples from minor localities such as Csordakút, 
yielding a large benzol-hexacarbonic acid organic mineral also regarded as a 
rarity in the world, the crystal druse of mellite (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. A crystal druse of mellit (AI2C12O1 2 I8H2O) from Csordakút (dimensions: 17.5x9.5x10 cm);
(Photo: M. PELLÉRDY)

9. ábra. Mellit (AI2C12O12 I8H2O) kristálydraza, Csordakútról (17,5x9,5x10 cm) (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

In 1979 G. H á m o r  took over the directorship of the Geological Institute. 
As a first step he organized to from a mezzanine structure in the Museum in 
order to enlarge the space provided for the research associates and to allow 
the research staff to have been increased. This work implied that the collections 
of the Museum were moved and rearranged several times. At the beginning of 
the 80s’ I. N a g y  was responsible for organizing and directing this major job. 
The samples of the collection were places into small fixed or rolling storage 
cabinets (Fig. 10). A part of the material of the Collection of Minerals and 
Ores stored in 49 oak cabinets was moved into 101 brand-new cabinets and, 
due to a restricted storage capacity, the bauxite, iron ore, brown coal and 
petroleum samples were transferred into our depository at Rákóczi-telep.



Fig. 10. Massive cabinets for the storage of the Collection (Photo: M. PELLÉRDY) 
10. ábra. A gyűjtemény tömör tárolószekrényei (Fotó: PELLÉRDYNÉ)

In the year 1987 L .  K o r d o s  was promoted to Head o f  the Museum. Since 
that time he has been involved in this duty. Under his guidance, catalogues 
for each unit of the Museum have been completed in a regional system setup 
according to counties that will allow us to introduce a computer-based data 
processing of the Collection. The establishment of the programme for a com- 
puterbased database of the Collection was entered on. This vast amount of data 
will be available for our researchers through computerized retrieval, according 
to several aspects, in an easy and rapid way.

All documents and relics of inestimable value associated with geological 
research preserve the past and they can be instrumental in economizing geo
logical research now and in the future, too.
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T á r g y s z a v a k  : Múzeum, történet, gyűjtemények, kiállítások, fejlesztés

A Magyar Állami Földtani Intézet ásvány- és teleptani gyűjteményének első 
alapító darabjai 1868-ban, a Földművelésügyi Minisztérium keretein belül 
megindult, Magyar Földtani Osztály első kutatásainak dokumentum anyagaiból 
származtak. A Magyar Királyi Földtani Intézet megalapításával 1869-ben, az 
Intézet első igazgatója, máig érvényes módon meghatározta a gyűjtemény fela
datait, az Intézet alapító okiratában, az anyagok tárolását, dokumentálását, fel
dolgozását és adatainak a kutatásban való alkalmazását illetően.

A nagyarányú földtani kutatások megindulásával az ÉK-i Kárpátok, az 
Erdélyi medence és a DK-i Kárpátok területéről a gyűjtemény anyaga évről- 
évre gyarapodott, de 1899-ig, a Földtani Intézet jelenlegi épületének 
felépüléséig, a gyűjtemény anyagait csak ládákban, pincékben elhelyezve tudták 
tárolni. 1900-ban nyílt mód először, az Intézet második emeletén, a több mint 
30 éves kutatómunka dokumentumainak rendezésére és bemutatására, úgy a 
szakemberek, mint a nagyközönség számára. A Kárpát-medence egyik legna-



gyobb ércteleptani anyagát, bányágeológiai és összehasonlító gyűjteményegy
ségekbe rendezték. A bányageológiai gyűjtemény felölelte az ércbányászat, 
petróleum kutatás, kőszén- és opálbányászat ágazatait, lelőhelyek szerint cso
portosítva. Az összehasonlító gyűjtemény magába foglalta a külföldi mű- és 
építőkő-, valamint az ékkő és díszítőkő- és a magyar ékkövek és dísztárgyak 
készítésére alkalmas ásványokat és kőzeteket. A gyűjtemény töretlen fejlődése 
az első világháborúval megszakadt. Az országhatárok megváltozásával lecsök
kentek a kutatási területek, megváltoztak a kutatási tervek és lehetőségek.

A gyűjtemény második nagy gyarapodási korszaka 1951-ben indult meg, 
az ércbányászat újraélesztésével. Az ásvány- teleptani gyűjteményt új szempon
tok szerint, három egységre osztották. Teleptani-, magyarországi ásvány- és 
etalon gyűjteményre, mely a mai napig ebben a rendszerben működik. A gyűjte
mény gyarapítása napjainkig folyamatosan történik az Északi-középhegység, a 
Dunántúli-középhegység és a Mecsek ipari nyersanyagainak és ásványainak 
gyűjtésével. A jelen feladata, a több mint egy évszázad dokumentumainak 
adatközlése, a számítógépes adatbázisok létrehozásával, hogy a múlt adatainak 
felhasználásával a jelen és a jövő kutatásainak eredményességét elősegítse.


